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more perfect than man. Impatience of inferiority felt by a child to-
wards his parents, or by a pupil towards his instructors, is morally
wrong, because it is at variance with the truth; there exists a real in-
feriority in the relation, and it is an error, a fault, a corruption of nature,
not to acknowledge it.*

Punishment, then, inflicted by a parent or a master for the purposes
of correction, is in no truc sense of the word degrading; nor is it the
more degrading for being corporal. To say that corporal punishment
is an appeal to personal fear is a mere abuse of the terms. In this
sense all bodily pain or inconvenience is an appeal to personal fear;
and a man should be ashamed to take any pains to avoid the toothache
or the gout. Pain is an evil; and the fear of pain, like all other natural
feelings, is of a mixed character, sometimes useful and becoming, some-
timies wrong and mischievous. I believe that we should not do well to
extirpato any of these feelings, but to regulate and check then by cher-
ishing and strengthening such as are purely good. To destroy the
fear of pain altogether, even if practicable, would be but a doubtful
good, until the better elements of our nature were so perfected as
wholly to supersede its use. Perfect love of good is the only thing
which can profitably cast out all fear. In the meanwhile, what is the
course of truc wisdom? Not to make a boy insensible to bodily pain,
but to make him dread moral evil more ; so that fear will do its proper
and appointed work, without so going beyond it as to become coward-
ice. It is cowardice t fear pain or danger more than neglect of duty,
or than the commission of evili; but it is useful to fear then, when they
are but the accompaniments or the consequences of folly and of
faults.

It is very truc that the fear of punishment generally (for surely it
makes no difference whether it be the fear ofthe personal pain of punish-
ment, or of the personal inconvenience of what have been proposed as
its substitutes, confinements, and a reduced allowance of food), is not
the highest motive of action; and therefore the course actually fol-
lowed in education is most agreeable to nature and reason, that the fear
of punishment should be appealed to less and less as the moral prin-
ciple becomes stronger with advancing age.

If any one really supposes that young men in the higher forms of
public schools are governed byc-far, and not by moral motives; that
the appeal is not habitually made to the highest and noblest principles
and feelings of their nature, he is too little aware of the actual state of
those institutions to be properly quaiified to speak or write about
them.

With regard to the highest classes, indeed, it is well known that cor-
poral punishment is as totally out of the question in the practice of our
schools as it is at the universities; and I believe there could nowhere
be found a set of young men amongst whom punishment of any kind
was less frequent, or by whom it was less required. The real point tW
be considered, is merely, whether corporal punishment is in ail cases
unfdt to be inflicted on boys under fifteen, or on those who, being older
in years, are not proportionably advanced in understanding or in cha-
racter, who must be ranked in the lower part of the school, and who
are little alive to the feeling of self-respect, and little capable of being
infiuenced by moral motives. Now, with regard to young boys, it
appears to me positively mischievous to accustom them to consider
themselves insulted or degraded by personal correction. The fruits of
such a system were well shown in an incident which occurred in Paris
during the three days of the revolution of 1830. A boy, twelve years
old, who had been forward in insulting the officers, was noticed by one
of the officers; and though the action was then raging, the officer,
considering the age of the boy, merely struck him with the fiat part of
his sword, as the fit chastisement for boyish impertinence. But the
boy had been taught to consider his person sacred, and that a blow
was a deadly insult; he therefore followed the officer, and having
watched his op portunity, took deliberate aim at him with a pistol, and
murdered him. This was the truc spirit of the savage, exactly like
that of Callum Beg in Waverley, who, when a "decent gentleman "
was going tW chastise him with his cane, for throwing a quoit at his
shins, instantly drew a pistolio vindicate the dignity of his shoulders.
We laugh at such a trait in the work of the great novelist, because,
according to our own notions, the absurdity of Callum Beg's resentment
is even more striking than his atrocity. But I doubt whether to the
French readers of Waverley it has appeared either laughable or disgust-
ing; at least the similar action of the real Callum in the streets of Paris
was noticed at the time as something entitled to our admiration. And
yet what can be more mischievous than thus to anticipate in boyhood
those feelings which even in manhood are of almost questionable nature,
but which at an earlier period are wholly and clearly evil? At an age
when it is almost impossible to find a truc manly sense of the degrada-
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tion of guilt or faults, where is the wisdom of encouraging a fantastic
sense of the degradation of personal correction? What can be more
false, or more adverse to the simplicity, sobriety, and humbleness
of mind, which are the best ornaments of youth, and offer the best pro-
mise of a noble manhood ? There is an essential inferiority in a boy
as compared with a man, which makes an assumption of equality on
bis part at once ridiculous and wrong ; and where there is no equality,
the exercise of superiority implied in personal chastisement cannot in
itself be an insult or a degradation.

The total abandonment, then, of corporal punishments for the faults
of young boys, appears to menot only uncalled for, but absolutely to
be deprecated. It is, of course, most desirable that all punishment
should be superseded hy the force of moral motives ; and up to a cer-
tain point this is practicable. All endeavors so to dispense with flog-
ging are the wisdom and duty of the schoolmaster; ad by these means
the amount of corporal punishment may be, and in fact has been, in
more than one instance, reduced to something very inconsiderable. But
it is one thing to get rid of punishment by lessening the amount of
faults, and another to say, that even if the faults be committed, the
punishment ought not to be inflicted.

Now, it ls folly to expect that fauits wi I never occur ; and it is very
essential towards impressing on a boy's mind the natural imperfectnes3
and subordination of his condition, that his faults and the state of his
character being different from what they are in after-life, so the nature
of his punishment should be different also, lest by any means he should
unite the pride and self-importance of manhood with a boy's moral care-
lessness and low notions of moral responsibility. The beau ideal of
school discipline with regard to young boys would appear to be this-
that whilst corporal punishnict was retained on principle as fitly
answering to, and marking the natural inferior state of boyhood, mo-
rally and intellectually, aud therefore as conveying no peculiar degra-
dation to persons in such a statE, we should cherish and encourage to
the utmost all attempts made by the several boys as individuals to
escape fron the natural punishment of their age by rising above its
naturally low tone of principle. While we told them that, as being
boys, they were not degraded by being punished as boys, we should
tell them also, that in proportion as we saw them trying to anticipate
their age morally, so we should delight to anticipate it also in our
treatment of them personally-that every approach to the steadiness
of principle shown in manhood should be considered as giving a clain
to the respectability ofmanhood-that we should be delighted to forget
the inferiority of their age, as they labored to lessen their moral and
intellectual inferiority. This would be a discipline truly generous and
wise-in one word, truly Christian ; making an increase of dignity the
certain consequence of increased virtuous effort, but giving no coun-
tenance to that barbarian pride which claims the treatment of a free-
man and an equal, while it cherishes all the carelessness, the folly, and
the low and selfish principle of a slave.

With regard to older boys, indeed, who yet have not attained that
rank in the school which exempts them from corporal punishment,
the question is one of greater difficulty. In this case the obvious ob-
jections to such a punishment are serious; and the truth is, that if a
boy above fifteen is of such a character as to require correction, the
essentially trifling nature of that correction is inadequate to the
offence. But in fact boys, after a certain age, who cannot keep their
rank in school, ought not to be retained at it; and if they do stay, the
question becomes only a choice of evils. For the standard of attain-
ment at a large school being necessarily adapted for no more than the
average rate of capacity, a boy who, after fifteen, continues to fall below
it, is cither intellectually incapable of deriving benefit fron the system
of the place, or morally indisposed to do so; in either case he ought to
be removed from it. And as the growth of the body is often exceed-
ingly vigorous where that of the mind is slow, such boys are at once
apt for many kinds of evil, and hard to be governed by moral motives,
while they have outgrown the fear of school correction. These are fit
subjects for private tuition, where the moral and domestic influences
may be exercised upon them more constantly and personally than is
compatible with the numbers of a large school. Meanwhile such boys,
in fact, often continue to be kept at school by their parents, who would
regard it as an inconvenience to be required to withdraw them. Now,
it is superfluous to say that in these cases corporal punishment should
be avoided whenever it is possible; and perhaps it would be best, if
for such grave offences as would fitly call for it in younger boys, older
boys, whose rank in the school renders them equally subject to it, were
at once to be punished by expulsion. As it is, the long-continued use
of personal correction as a proper school punishment renders it possible
to offer the alternative of flogging to an older boy, without subjecting
him to any excessive degradation, and his submission to it marks ap-
propriately the greatness and disgraceful character of his offence, while
it establishes, at the sanie time, the important principle, that so long
as a boy romains at school, the respectability and immunities of man-
hood must be earned by manly conduct and a manly sense of duty.
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